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In halogen regenerative cycle
Ianps, the ideal naterial for
the envelope nust hridge the
gap hetween quartz and the
norc conmon "hard glasses'i
conhining the desirahle proper-
ties of hoth. Type lB0 glass
tuhing was designed to neet
the exacting denands ol this
application,

Type 180 Glass Thbirg
The growing acceptance of GE
Type 180 glass tubing for halogen
lamp envelopes reflects the many
benefits this glass provides for
both lampmakers and consurners.

This glass was developed and is
used almost exclusively for these
regenerative cycle lamps. \44ren the
lamps are lit, the halogen gas and
the vapors from the burning fila-
ment combine to create a chemical
reaction that keeps the bulb from
blackening. But this reaction
occurs at extremely high tempera-
tures for an incandescent lamp-
over 500oC.

Type 180 glass not only exhibits the
superior hot strength to handle
these temperatures, it also has the
required purity. Ordinary lamp

glasses contain small amounts of
sodium, lithium and other alkalis
that could leach out at extremely
high operating temperatures.
Reacting with the halogen gas,
these elements could potentially
disrupt the regenerative cycle.

From a lamp manufacturing stand-
point, GE 180 glass offers another
important advantage: its ability to
seal effectively with molybdenum
wire leads.

Higher Quality
Continued process improvement at
GE's manufacturing facilities over
the last several years has been
responsible for the high level of
quality and superior manufactur-
ing characteristics of today's Type
180 glass.

State-of-the-art furnaces, improved
furnace linings and more sophisti-
cated controls have given us a tight
control over glass composition and
tube forming characteristics.

Diameters and wall thicknesses are
monitored and controlled to closer
tolerances. Potentially troublesome
alkalis have been all but eliminated
as we continue to offer the highest
purity glass available. The amount
of bow is measured on every stick,
assuring users of consistent proper-
ties from one order to the next.



GE Type 180 Glass Tlbing:

Sp"cially Thilored
Fior Halogen Lamps...
With the growth of the halogen lamp
market has come the demand for a
higher quality glass, a greater range
of sizes, and a product that can meet
the various requirements of lamp
producers around the world.
In an ordinary incandescent lamp,
tungsten gradually burns off the fila-
ment during operation until it
becomes too lragile to support its
own temperature. During this cycle,
some of the residue from the burn-
ing filament deposits on the inside of
the bulb wall, darkening the glass and
slowly degrading the light output.
Introduction of a halogen gas into
the lamp atmosphere reverses this
cycle, at least for a time. The
evaporated tungsten combines with
the halogen to form a gas that
recycles the tungsten back to the hot
filament. The tungsten is redeposited
and the halogen is released for
repetition of the cycle. As a result,
lamps can operate at higher
temperatures, higher pressures and
higher lumens per watt.

Because higher pressures can also be
used in lamp manufacturing the rate
of tungsten evaporation during lamp
operation is reduced even further.
Bulb wall darkening is virtually
eliminated. Because of the superior
hot strength and high purity of 180
glass, these lamps also offer longer
service life.

Strain Point
The operating temperature of high
energy tungsten-halogen lamps re-
quires a glass envelope with a strain
point of at least 730oC. During the
cooling of the lamp, whether in
manufacture or in operation, tensile

stresses are initially set up in the
glass-to-molybdenum wire seal. As
the cooling continues toward room
temperature, a cross-over point is
reached where compressive stresses
develop. Since the base temperature
of tungsten-halogen lamps is approx-
imately 500oC during operation, the
crossover point, and thus the strain
point of the glass, should be as high a
temperature as possible.

Expansion Coefficient
The excellent match of expansion/
contraction curves between
molybdenum and GE Type 180 glass
presents definite advantages in both
manufacture and performance of
halogen lamps.

At operating temperatures of 500 oC,

the lamp maintains a positive
mismatch, i.e. it is in compression.
This significantly reduces the condi-
tions that lead to lamp failure.

Because Type 180 combines favorable
costs with superior manufacturing
characteristics, it is stimulating a
great deal ofdesign activity in
regenerative cycle lamps, extending
the technology beyond automotive to
a broader classification of lighting.

$pecific Benefits 0f GE 180 Glass

o Tolerates the 500oC plus tempentures necessary to
support the tungsten halogen cycle.

o Has very low levels of alkalis that could inturterc with the
cyde.

c Offers superior hot strength, pernitting greater pressure in
the lanp and extending service life,

o Has very low nisnatch to nolyhdenun at lamp openting
temperatures.

c Has thermal contraction/expansion characteristics that
match the nolyhdenun lead wires to which the glass is
sealed.

o 0ffers glass working tenpenturcs that arc consistent
with the lamp naking process.

t ls available in the dianeters, wallthicknesses and lengths
required hy the lanp naking industry worldwide.



Design Considerations
Although Tlpe 180 possesses the
desired properties for tungsten-
halogen lamp manufacture, it does
not follow that it can always be
substituted directly in tungsten-
halogen lamps that have been de-
signed for other materials. Minor or
possibly major redesign may be re-
quired to utilize this unique glass to
its fullest advantage.

TIris is especialll'true in corrrertirrg
to Type 180 glass fiorn another con-
rnonly usecl halogen larnp envelope
rl:rterial, fused qr,raltz. Qr,rartz has
higher- temperature tolerancg but it
also requir-es higher bulb fonning
and sealing temperatllres. Because of
the very lor,r' themral expansion of
fr.rsecl quartz, the lamps must be
designed to utilize molybdenrun foil
tzrbs to promote sealing in the pinch
area. These abs, rvhicl-r are both
costly ancl fragile, are not required
r,ith 180 glass.

Fewer Welds
With 180 glass, lead r'r'ires can be
either a one palt or two part r'r'ire re-
quiring one u,eld per lead; foil tabs
require trvo u,elds per lead. And the
mc-rre rigicl rvire pror,ides better
mollnt control than the fbil tab.
Witllout the tabs, the pinch area can
be much smaller. Fused quartz is also
a more costly material.

Anothel candidate material, Grade
1724, doesr-r't have a cost clisadran-
tage, br,rt it lacks the purity of Type
180 glass. Its softening and strain

lroirrls alc lorvcl and its negati\e
rrrisrnalch rt lallrp operal ing
temperatures is quite higl"r (see table).

GEType 179

\Mren top sealing of halogen or other
small gas filled lamps isn t practical,

Halogen
Ianps

as in the case of a lamp u'ith an optic
snrface at the top, GE offers an ex-
haust tubing that can accommodate
bottorr sealins. This rnaterial, GE 179
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glass tubing, has a softening point that
is 50% higher than 180 glass. This
permits pinch sealing of the leads
rvithout closing off the exhaust tube.

"From Corning published data *.GE 
calculatedimeasured data

Figure I - Typical Contraction Curves
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Comparative Bata
The pmperties of General Electric Type lB0 aluminosilicate glass tubing compand to othermstsrials cumntly
used in halogen cycle lamps. {Published valuet subiecl to normal manufacturing variations.}
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GE Type 180

Type

Figure 2 -
Molyhdenun.Glass Seal Misnatch Curves Figure 3 - Viseosity of Type 180 0lass
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Figure 4 - Transmittence Curve
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Call GE For AII Your
Glass Requirements
For application engineering assistance or order-
ing information on Type 179 and 180 glass tub"
ing and cane, contact your area sales represen-
tative or the office listed below. In addition tcr

these grades, GE produces many other types of
glass tubing as well as bulb blanks and pressed
glass parts. Send for our complete glass catalog.

GE Conponents Marketing & Salas 0peration
2t800 Tungsten froad, Cleveland,0H 44117
(216) 260-2451 Fax: f2l6) 266-3?72

GE Components
Muketing & Sa/es 0pention
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*From 
Corning published data.

Typical Sizes Type 180 Glass

Tubing
Wall Thickness,

Millimeters

Nominal +l- lllominal

0.r3
0.13

0.13
0.13
0.13
0.r3
0.r8
0.18
0.18
0.18

0.18
0.1 8
0.18

0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

0.35 0.05
0.51 0.08
0.60 0.08
0.43 0.05
0.5r 0.080.51 0.08
0.63 0.08
0.71 0.080.61 0.08
0.63 0.08
1.02 0.10
0.68 0.08
1.00 0.10
0.63 0.08
0.68 0.08
0.62 0.081.00 0.10
0.90 0.r0
0.63 0.08
0.80 0.10
1.00 0.10
1.20 0.12
1.20 0.12

Type 179

Cut Exhaust Tubing,
Millimeters

EoI
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G
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+l-
1.90
2.54
3.60
4.50
4.67
5.1 I
6.10
7.11
7.25
8.00
8.82
9.00
s.40

10.00
r0.30
11.50
I 1.80

12.15
12.50
13.50

14.20
r 5.20
16.00

40

20

0

Cane Diameter, Millineters

lllominal +l-

2.00
2.50
4.20
4.50
4.70
5.30

0.r3
0.13
0.r3
0.13
0.13
0.13

Diameter Iength

69.5
69.5

1.90

2.50

Wall

035
0.51
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